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mac os x lion is a graphical operating system developed by apple inc. and is a mac os x operating system. it was released in 2010. the lion is the successor of mac os x snow leopard and the predecessor of mac os x mountain lion. when a new mac os x release is released, it is installed on many computers. the new release, after being installed on a computer, will often be downloaded by other users, and they can install the new release on their own computers, or even install it on their own computers via a usb stick or disk image. after a new mac os x release is released, it will often be installed on many computers. the new release, after being installed on a computer, will often be downloaded by other users, and they can install the new release on their own computers, or
even install it on their own computers via a usb stick or disk image. i have a macbook pro i7 and am trying to install lion on it. i keep getting the message "this application is already installed on this computer." even though it's not. i am installing the lion 10.7.3. i found the installer in the app store for lion under "other" and downloaded it. i then installed it on my desktop macbook pro 2.4ghz i7. i then logged into my macbook pro and ran the installer from the desktop. i tried using the network and the internal drive, but every time i try to start the installer, i get the message that it's already installed on the computer. i never had to do this on lion 10.6.6 before. i would like to install mac lion on my macbook pro, but when i click the download link in the app store, i get the

message 'this application is already installed on this computer.' i have lion 10.7.3 on my macbook pro and i am trying to install it on my macbook. i also have lion on my desktop computer. i have tried installing from both the desktop and the network, but i get the message that the application is already installed. i can't find the installer for lion on the desktop computer.
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